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CHAPTER 5

Animating the Lion Dance

In this chapter we describe the implementation of the RhyCAP system for animating a 

Chinese Lion Dance. For the creation of plausible character locomotion, we refer to the 

traditional animation principles. With the intuition of how animators create expressive 

motions, from Section 5.1 to 5.3 we describe how to achieve RMC PC (posture control) and 

rhythmic motion styling with three major steps, i.e., the generation of key poses, the 

regulation of key poses, and the interpolation between them. The upper-level BC (behavior 

control) of the lion dancers is handled by two behavior model. These two models will be 

examined in Section 5.4. Additionally, Section 5.5 introduces how the drum beats are 

produced at the end of the chapter. 

All these models and procedures in our RhyCAP system are implemented with the C++ 

programming language. The scene graph management, user event interaction (mouse, 

keyboard) and real-time rendering including the lighting and viewport control are developed 

on the basis of the Open Inventor API [19]. Drum beats are synthesized with the Midiio [18] 

library, a MIDI software interface. A miner issue is that the graphical user interface is 

substituted with a GLUT [6] binding widget, the SoGLUT RenderArea [26], such that our 

RhyCAP system is able to work on both the GNU/Linux and Win32 environments. The 3-D 

geometrical models including the dancers, the lion head and lion body costume, and the scene 

are created with Alias Maya. 
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5.1 Posture Control: Key Poses Generation 

Key poses, also known as the extremes or key frames, are first identified and produced by 

master animators and then finished with the in-betweens by assistant animators in the 

traditional animation production. The criterion of creating key poses is that the sequence of 

the key poses has to be exact to portray an action. By the intuition and trial-and-errors of the 

live actions, traditional animators had discovered many useful rules about creating key poses 

for character locomotion (Figure 5.1).  

Mostly, these rules from traditional animation can be described as positioning distinct 

part of the body as specific postures sequentially time after time. Hence, we use a set of pose 

controllers, Poser, to manipulate the limbs or the body of our articulated characters for 

Figure 5.1: An example of how traditional animators develop a walk [1]. 
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specific postures. We also use an Action Graph to determine appropriate sequence of posers to 

compose the key poses in the actions of the characters. 

5.1.1 Pose Controller: Poser 

Posers are the atomic controllers that used to “pose” the lion dancers. Each poser represents a 

single action that shifts limbs or torso horizontally or vertically. Currently, we have designed 

nine pose controllers that can be used to compose all the actions that our dancers can perform: 

three for the foot posers (PF), another three for the torso posers (PT), and the other four 

controllers for the hand posers (PH) as shown as Table 5.1. The PF’s and PT’s are 

collaborated in the lower-body stances. PH’s is used to compose the gestures for the 

upper-body. Note that since the head dancer operates the lion head relatively to the lower body, 

Table 5.1: List of the Posers (pose controllers) 

Pose Controller Parameters Direction 

Foot Posers (PF) 

PF1 Shift Leg EX, Dir Horizontal 

PF2 Lift Leg EX Vertical 

PF3 Lower Leg EX Vertical 

Torso Posers (PT) 

PT1 Shift Between EX, Bias Horizontal 

PT2 Lift Up EX Vertical 

PT3 Lower Down EX Vertical 

Hand Posers (PH) 

PH1 Aim EX, Dir Polar Coord. 

PH2 Push EX Polar Coord. 

PH3 Pull EX Polar Coord. 

PH4 Spin EX Polar Coord. 
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the PH’s are moved by the polar coordinate system relating to the local frame of the lower 

body.  

Each poser has an exaggeration parameter EX which is normalized from 0.0 to 1.0. EX

represents how exaggerative a pose should be by manipulating the body or the limbs to their 

extremes in the desired direction or location. For example, the PF2 “Lift Leg” poser in Figure 

5.2 fully lifts the leg of the figure and the PT1 “Shift Between” poser shifts the center of the 

figure onto a stance leg. All the limitations of the extremes are determined by the 

measurements of the kinematics model of the dancers such that our posers can be applied to 

different models with the same hierarchy. 

Figure 5.2: The foot posers and torso posers. 

Figure 5.3: The hand posers work in a polar coordinate system. 
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5.1.2 The Action Graph 

Strictly speaking, performing an action is to build the exact key poses as the transition form 

the current martial form to the destined martial form (e.g. from a “Horse” stance to a “Bow 

and Arrow” stance). We design our key poses in an action by composing the exact sequence 

of the posers. For a specific action, we have to ensure that the transitional key poses are 

appropriately arranged to describe such a character movement just like the way traditional 

animators do. However, our lion dancers have five stances such that we may have twenty (ASi,

ASj) 2-permutations in the 5-set {AS1, AS2, AS3, AS4, AS5} for composing the appropriate 

posers (Figure 5.4). For the efficiency of generating the transitional key poses of an action, we 

try to compose the constructing posers procedurally. 

We represent the transitions of stances by a Stance Action Graph (SAG) as shown in 

Figure 5.5. In SAG, posers are represented as nodes with the transitions as their arcs. We use a 

configuration (AFrom, ATo) to denote the triggering condition of an arc in this graph, where 

AFrom and ATo stand for the previous martial form and destined martial form, respectively and 

‘*’ stands for wildcard. The graph is cyclic, and each action begins at the PT1 node and ends 

Figure 5.4: The permutations of the 5-set stances. 
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with the same node for another circle of an action. The arcs are directed and each of them has 

a priority. These priorities are used for the node with multiple outgoing arcs. When the 

triggering conditions (current and destined martial forms) of multiple arcs from a node are 

met, the arc with the highest priority is chosen.  

We use an example to demonstrate the composition of a transition between two martial 

forms with SAG. Assume that our dancer is performing a series of “Triangle Stepping” actions 

denoted as a configuration (AS4, AS4). We begin at the PT1 node. Since every stance action 

starts by moving one’s center of mass onto the stance leg, the fixed leg on the ground during 

an action, PT1 is invoked again to shift torso onto the stance leg as the first node in this 

composition. Next, the transition proceeds to PT2, PF2, and then PT3 because our previous 

martial form is not an AS5.

Figure 5.5: The Stance Action Graph (SAG) 
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At PT3 we transit to PF1 for an additional key pose of the free leg to prevent intersection 

between the two legs since our previous martial form and target martial form are both in an 

AS4 type. For the same reason the transition proceeds to PF3 and then PF1 to lower down and 

shift the free leg to the destined location. Finally, the torso is shifted in the middle of the new 

stance by PT1 again for starting the next stance action. The resulting transition from an AS4 to 

another AS4 is therefore as follows: PT1 PT2 PF2 PT3 PF1 PF3 PF1 PT1 (Figure

5.6). We had implemented SAG into procedures such that we are able to compose appropriate 

series of posers to generate plausible key poses between two martial forms in an action at run 

time automatically. The gesture actions are in a similar GAG (Gesture Action Graph) as 

shown in the Figure 5.7. 

Figure 5.6: Key poses from AS4 to AS4 that are generated by posers. 

Figure 5.7: The Gesture Action Graph (GAG).
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5.2 Rhythmic Motion Styling: Regulating the Key Poses 

While we use posers to accomplish the transitional key poses between stances or gestures, 

RMC also regulate the duration, exaggeration and timing between these posers to express the 

motion style that the user had just indicated. 

5.2.1 Tempo 

The tempo parameter is used to determine the duration of an action. In Section 4.3.1, we 

mentioned that the duration of an action is denoted by how many sixteenth notes (the quarter 

of a beat) it takes in the play script. We first evaluate a sixteenth note T1/16 in the tempo of the 

value RTEMPO by 

)(
4

1
.)(sec60

16/1 beat
R

T TEMPO

Thus, the duration of an action TAction that has a number of the sixteenth note BAction is 

ActionAction BTT 16/1

5.2.2 Exaggeration

The exaggeration parameter determines how close the pose controllers (posers) are to their 

extremes. Each composed poser in an action has an observed default value of exaggeration 

that ranges from 0.0 to 1.0. At runtime, the exaggeration of each poser to express an action 

will be magnified or scaled down by a user-specified exaggeration value REX.
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5.2.3 Timing 

Drawing unevenly spaced key poses is an essence that represents an expressive character 

movement. The variation of the timing between key poses is so delicate that it depends on the 

animator’s keen sense of the movement. However, this makes it difficult to be grasped into 

the rules or procedures. 

Since a properly timed preparation of an action can enable the viewer to better 

understand a rapid action, a very common technique to express character motions is by 

partitioning an action into three phases: anticipation, action, and reaction (see Figure 5.8). 

The anticipation and action phases consist of active motions while the reaction is a passive 

side effect of the first two phases.  

Our idea is to partition the posers in an action into the anticipation phase and the action 

phase. The regulation of the timing between poses will be accomplished by arranging the 

Figure 5.8: Traditional animators are used to express an action into anticipation, action and 

reaction phases [1].  
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proportion of the two phases inside an action. The passive reaction phase will be considered 

as the additional physical simulation that is not addressed in this work. 

Figure 5.9 shows partitioning a stance action from “Horse” to “Bow and Arrow” stance. 

The pose controllers hook the key poses onto the timeline relatively, and each pose is 

sequentially spaced and evaluated as indicated by the arrows from left to right. Since the PTs

depends the PFs, PTs are synchronized with PFs whenever necessary. The distribution of the 

two phases are determined by the timing parameter RTIMING, ranging from 0.0 to 1.0. Assume 

that the duration for an action is TAction. Then with the durations for its anticipation phase TAnti

and action phase TAct are computed with the following formula: 

AntiActionAct

TIMINGAnti

TTT

TCRT )5.0(

C is an empirical constant with the value of 0.4 because we think a moderated action has a 

relation of fifty-fifty between two phases while a fully anticipated action has a relation of 

ninety-ten.

Figure 5.9: Partitioning posers into two phases. 
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5.3 Draw In-betweens: Interpolating Key Poses 

Drawing the in-between of the key poses is a routine interpolation task. Our pose 

controllers generate key poses by evaluating the configurations of the end-effectors of limbs 

or torso. Thus, the joint angles should be computed carefully for the plausible animated 

figures. In this section, we describe our interpolator and the IK algorithm we design to solve 

the articulation of our dancers.  

5.3.1 Interpolator

We use a Bezier curve [20] technique to interpolate the in-betweens of the key poses to 

imitate the “Arcs” and “Ease In & Out” of the animation principles as shown in Figure 5.10. 

The tangents at the end points are fixed to 0.0 for the ease-in and ease-out effects. As the 

phases are regulated by the timing parameter, the control points such as P0, P1, P2 and P3 are 

all proportionally scaled along the horizontal axis. 

Figure 5.10: The Bézier curve. 
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5.3.2 Inverse Kinematics Solver 

Our RhyCAP targets itself as a real-time character animation system. The base animation 

control including the humanoid posture manipulation and the playback modules should be 

accomplished in a real-time manner. Thus, the limbs’ IK algorithm in our system uses an 

analytical approach rather than the optimization-based or numeric approximation IK methods. 

We treat the limbs, the arms, and legs of our dancers, as the kinematical chains with 7 

degree of freedoms (three at shoulder and wrist and one at elbow for a human arm as depicted 

in Figure 5.11). A given goal configuration defined by the end-effector of the IK chain is 

computed by the following equation 

wristelbowelbowshouldershouldergoal RTRTRM ,

Figure 5.11: The anatomy of a 7-DOF inverse kinematics 

chain.

Shoulder (3 DOFs) 

Elbow (1 DOF)

Wrist (3 DOFs) 

IK End Effector
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where two constant transform matrices shoulderT  and elbowT  stand for the fixed length of 

shoulder joint and elbow joint while the three rotation matrices shoulderR , elbowR , and wristR

represent the configuration of each participating joint (Figure 5.13). 

First of all, we examine the 1 DOF only elbow joint elbowR . The only one degree of 

freedom of this revolute joint in our skeletal system is the rotation along the x-axis of its local 

coordinate frame. Since the length of shoulder joint sel  and elbow joint ewl  are fixed, and 

Figure 5.12: Calculating the elbow and shoulder by the Cosine Law. 

Figure 5.13: Matrix accumulation on the IK chain. 
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the distance between shoulder joint and end-effector effsl _  can be computed from their end 

point locations, we can imagine that there exists a triangle consisting of these three edges as 

shown in Figure 5.12. The rotation matrix of the elbow elbowR  can be inducted by calculating 

elbow  from the triangle with the Cosine Law. We use shoulder  to denote for the angle of 

shoulder joint. 

However, the shoulder joint has an additional degree of freedom to fully specify the 

configuration of the shoulder joint shoulderR . The plane where the visualized triangle lies can 

Figure 5.14: Culling the redundancy of the shoulder joint allocating, where (a) shows the 

extra DOF of the triangular plane, and (b) allocates the plane by assigning an additional 

vector VN.

Figure 5.15: The auxiliary vector VAux.
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be rotated along the vector seV  (see Figure 5.14). Therefore, we have to assign a reasonable 

normal vector NV  for the ambiguous plane. 

We use an auxiliary vector AuxV  to generate a feasible NV  by the cross product of AuxV

and seV . We prefer that the project of AuxV  is always perpendicular to the projection of seV

on the y-z plane such that the resulting NV  will not flip abruptly (Figure 5.15). We also 

negate the x component to keep NV  on the x-z plane such that the triangle plane will always 

be perpendicular to the x-z plane. In other words,  

xVxV seAux ..

zVyV seAux ..

yVzV seAux ..

The normal vector NV  is obtained by seAuxN VVV  and then used to determine the extra 

DOF. This method works reasonably well because the hands of our dancers work mostly in 

front of the coronal plane and above the transverse plane as they lift the lion head around or 

keep grasping the waist of the other dancer. 
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After the two rotation matrix elbowR  and shoulderR  are obtained from the previous steps, 

the reaching request (position goal) for the goal configuration of the end-effector can be 

satisfied. The rest of the rotation matrix wristR  can be computed by applying the inverse 

matrix of the accumulation of all the known matrices to the goal matrix by  

goalelbowelbowshouldershoulderwrist MTRTRR 1)(

Figure 5.16: The aiming constraint of the elbow. 

s
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5.4 Behavior Controls 

In the RhyCAP system, we had implemented two behavior controls (BC) in RMC for the lion 

dancers: the Pursuit Behavior for the head dancer (DCHead) and the Following Behavior for 

the tail dancer (DCTail). Since the behavior controls depends on a feasible path, we first briefly 

introduce the technique that we used for path finding Section 5.4.1 

5.4.1 Path Planning 

Our path planner utilizes a potential field technique for path searching. This technique has 

been shown to be quiet efficient in low-dimensioned spaces [13]. The planning process 

consists of two steps: preprocessing and query processing. In the preprocessing step with the 

potential field, we use the NF2 navigation function [13] to fill the potential field map that 

ensures the resulting path we obtain from the search process is usually as away from the 

obstacles as possible. In the query processing step, the planner searches for a feasible path 

using the potential field as a heuristic. We use the BFS (Best-First Search) algorithm [13] as 

our search algorithm for the consideration of efficiency although it may not yield the shortest 

path.
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5.4.2 Pursuit Behavior 

Pursuing the head dancer is achieved by maintaining the facing vector (VFacing) constantly 

with the tangential direction of a reference point along the path. Once the goal location is 

specified, we use the path planner described in the previous subsection to obtain a path in the 

following form: 

UPath CCCCC ,...,,, 321

Each Ci is the configuration denote as Ci = ( x, z ) since the DOF of height (y) is temporarily 

ignored by the 3-D to 2-D projection mapping. We treat each configuration of the path as a 

landmark with a circular “check area” that the head dancer has to pursue sequentially before 

he reaches the goal, as shown in Figure 5.17. When the i-th check area is entered by the head 

dancer, a new facing vector is updated by 

iiFacingHead CCVDC 1.

Figure 5.17: Pursuing the landmarks along a path. 

Path

Landmark 

Head Dancer 
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Since the stance actions of our lion dancers may varies by the rhythmic motion styling, 

the FacingHead VDC .  should be updated for every action. 

5.4.3 Following Behavior 

The following behavior of the tail dancer is very similar to the pursuit behavior except for that 

the tail dancer is constrained by a distance between the goal (replaced with the head dancer) 

and himself. This behavior control has two steps: steering the facing vector FacingTail VDC .  of 

the tail dancer and calculating the new position of pelvis and free leg. Since all these vectors 

are projected from 3-D to the 2-D plane, we may ignore all project operation in the 

expressions. We evaluate the new facing vector of the tail dancer while the head dancer is 

moved with the following equation: 

pelvisDCpelvisDCVDC TailHeadFacingTail ...

Figure 5.18: The following behavior of the tail dancer. 
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Since we prefer the stance action of the tail dancer to keep his pelvis in the middle of the 

stance leg and the free leg, we first locate the projection of his new pelvis VTail.pelvis with 

pelvisDCL
pelvisDCpelvisDC

pelvisDCpelvisDC
V HeadBetween

HeadTail

HeadTail
pelvisTail .

..

..
.

where LBetween is a constant representing the desired distance between dancers. The projection 

of the new free leg VTail.Freeleg is 

StanceLeg.2)StanceLeg.( .. TailTailpelvisTailFreelegTail DCDCVV

as illustrated in the Figure 5.18. The projections of the pelvis VTail.Pelvis and free leg VTail.Freeleg

are then used to manipulate the corresponding end-effectors by the pose controllers with 

appropriate heights. 

5.5 The Drum Beats 

We have designed a very simple MIDI sequencer for the additional sound effects of the drum 

beats. This sequencer has four tracks, and each track here represents a percussion instrument 

that is used in a Chinese Lion Dance performance. Since the pattern of drum beats varies with 

the lion dance script, one of the main jobs of the sequencer is to synchronize with the director 

module. The patterns of the drum beats are defined along with the play list. The tempo and 

loudness are also synchronized with the global tempo and exaggeration of user interaction,

respectively, to reflect such a variation of the rhythmic motion style. 


